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Author's response to reviews: see over
Abstract- Please revise the Background section to remove the findings of the study, for example: `Studies have shown that a significant proportion of people with epilepsy use complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). We studied the use of biomedicine, complementary and alternative medicine, and ethnomedicine in a sample of people with epilepsy of South Asian origin living in the north of England.'

Done

Please include a conclusions section in the text after the discussion. We recommend including a Conclusions header above the section currently titled 'Implications for peace'

Done

Competing interests - If there are none to declare, please write `The authors declare that they have no competing interests¿.

Done

Authors' contributions - Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Done

Reference 26, 63, 64, 66, 72,

Done

75 'e.g.'- please update the authors' details to include all the authors names and remove 'e.g' or 'cf'

Reference 75 et al- please list all the authors and don't use et al

This reference has been changed to 28

Table shading ¿ We are unable to display shading and colours within the tables. Can we therefore ask you to use another method of highlighting the shaded text e.g. by making it bold.

Done

Tables- Tables must be divided into rows and columns and be oriented in a portrait page layout. The borders of tables included, as part of the manuscript file, must be visible black lines. Tables generated with tabbed text are not acceptable.

Page 7- please change '...for understanding South Asians' health behaviours and beliefs.[24]' to '...for understanding South Asians' health behaviours and beliefs [24].'

We have changed the punctuation but amended the numbers of the references.

References- we notice that the references jump in the text from 24 to 32. Please ensure that the references are cited in the text in numerical order.